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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of Research 

Indonesia is one of the migrant worker suppliers. From about 270 million 

of the Indonesian population, 115 million of them are labor forces; nevertheless, 

the job opportunities in Indonesia are very limited.
1
 

The condition of Indonesian society can be seen from the statistics data 

that the unemployment rate in Indonesia, on February 2015 was 5,81 percent 

and increased into 6,18 percent on August in the same year. On February 2016 

there was 5,50 percent and on August 5,61 percent. Furthermore, within the 

same period (February-August 2017) the number of unemployment still 

increased from 5,33 percent to  5,50 percent.
2
 It means that the unemployment 

figures reflect undeniable fact that the numbers of job seekers in Indonesia are 

very high.  

According to the Budi Wantara, the staff in the Department of 

Manpower and Transmigration (DISNAKERTRANS) of Bantul Regency, a total 

of 500 Indonesian Migrant Workers (hereafter is referred to as TKI) departed to 

Malaysia in 2017.
3
 It can be inferred that there is an employment scarcity in 
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Indonesia, it is difficult to find a job in Indonesia for those of elementary, high 

school, diploma, and university graduates. This condition has encouraged them 

to try their luck by working at formal and informal sectors in Malaysia. Besides, 

the job vacancies in Malaysia are still opened with promising salaries.
4
 

Malaysian is ranked as the most favorite destination for Indonesian workers 

compared to Middle East or other ASEAN countries because of it's geographical 

proximity factor and similar cultural background.  

Based on the Paragraph 4 of the Preamble of the 1945 Constitution, it is 

found that “Subsequent thereto, to form a government of the state of Indonesia 

which shall protect all the people of Indonesia and their entire native land, and 

in order to improve the public welfare, to advance the intellectual life of the 

people and contribute to the establishment of a world order based on freedom, 

abiding peace and social justice, the sovereignty of the Republic of Indonesia 

which is based on the belief in the One and Only God, just and humanity, the 

unity of Indonesia, democracy guided by the inner wisdom of deliberations 

amongst representative and the realization of social justice for all of the people 

of Indonesia”. Article 27 Paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic 

of Indonesia also mentions that “Every citizen has the right to work and to live 

in human dignity”.
5
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Furthermore, Article 28D (2) states, “Everyone has the right to work and 

obtain remuneration and fair and reasonable treatment concerning his or her 

employment.” In addition, Article 31 emphasizes, “Every worker has the same 

right and opportunity to choose, get or change jobs and earn a decent income 

inside or outside the country.”
6
 These articles proved that all citizens who are 

willing and able to work should be given work so they can live as human beings 

who have rights protected by law. However, in reality, the opportunities for a 

job vacancy in Indonesia are limited. Meanwhile, the number of job seekers are 

increasing. This has led to increasing the amount of unemployment’s rate.  

The placement program of Indonesian Migrant Workers by the private 

agency (Pelaksanaan Penempatan TKI Swasta, hereafter is referred to PPTKIS) 

Bantul Regency in Malaysia is one of the efforts to combat the problem of 

unemployment. The role of the government in the program is focused on the 

coaching aspect, such as protecting and providing various easiness on the 

hooked parties, especially of TKI and private agency (PPTKIS). The program 

does not only give the benefit to reduce the amount of unemployment but also 

provides benefits for TKI placement to another which improve the prosperity of 

families through salary or remittance as long as they are entitled to the rights and 

obligations in accordance with their treatment. In addition, it also enhances the 
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skills of TKI because having a job experience abroad and those workers also 

bring foreign currency home.
7
 

According to Mrs. Ari Soemarni as the Pengantar Kerja Ahli Madya in 

the office of Center for Placement and Protection of Indonesian Migrant 

Workers (BP3TKI) of Yogyakarta, some obstacles have been hindered the 

workers until right now such as illegal status as the victim of human trafficking, 

slavery, and human right violation.
8
 

Based on the background above, the researcher is very interested in 

conducting a research entitled “Placement Procedures of Indonesian Migrant 

Workers in Malaysia (Case Study at PPTKIS Bantul Regency)”.  

 

B. Problems of Research  

Based on the background above, the researcher formulates the problems 

of research as follows: 

1. Whether placement procedure of Indonesian Migrant Workers in Malaysia 

at PPTKIS Bantul Regency comply with the Law No. 39 of 2004 on the 

Placement and Protection of Indonesian Migrant Workers Abroad or not?  
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2. What are the obstacles often encountered by Indonesian Migrant Workers in 

Malaysia? 

 

C. Objectives of Research 

The objectives of the research are as follows: 

1. To find out the compliance placement procedures  of Indonesian Migrant 

Workers in Malaysia at PPTKIS Bantul Regency with the Law No. 39 of 

2004 on the Placement and Protection of Indonesian Migrant Workers 

Abroad or not. 

2. To find out the obstacles often encountered by Indonesian Migrant Workers 

in Malaysia. 

 

D. Benefits of Research 

The benefits of this research are presented as follows: 

1. For the Law Science 

This research gives benefit to the extension of knowledge in the area of 

law especially protection of the Indonesian Migrant Workers. 

2. For Indonesian Government 

This research can provide input to the Indonesian government to be more 

concern about the TKI residing outside the country, ensuring prosperity, 

protect of Indonesian citizen especially TKI abroad as well as selective in 

producing and sending TKI with expertise and skills. 
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3. For the Society 

This research is expected to provide input to the international community 

especially in the placement and protection procedures of migrant workers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


